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SAUVIGNON

late harvest – semisweet – 2009
wine subregion Velké Pavlovice

Ö

Sauvignon is very attractive for lovers of wines with high residual
sugar content. Quality and mature grapes give to this wine
cardinality, nobility and richness. It is characteristic for the aroma
of ripe peaches, black currant and elderly bush flower.
The flavour combines the residual sugar, acidity and fresh
tones of peach compote.
AURELIUS

late harvest – semidry – 2009
wine subregion Velké Pavlovice

Ö

It is a white strain that originated from the crossing of
Neuburger and Riesling in Perná, Moravia. It is a quality fresh
wine of light green colour. Pleasant aroma reminds of linden in
blossom and the flavour is full supported by piquant acidity.
This acidity keeps the freshness of wine, which is suitable for
longer lying in a bottle.
MALVERINA

late harvest – semisweet – 2009
wine subregion Velké Pavlovice

Ö

Malverina is a new strain that originated from Veltlínské červené
rané and Merlot with other cultivars. During maturation the
wine gets a typical cinnamon bouquet. In the flavour we find
traces of corncob with delicate hints of cinnamon.
The wine has a pleasant acidity.
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FRANKOVKA

(LEMBERGER)
Moravian wine

Ö

Frankovka is full, pleasantly rough and spicy, with a hint of
smoke. We can smell a tinge of stone fruit in it. The wine is
tarter, so we can taste it a bit longer on the upper palate. Young
wines tend to be harder, but lying in a bottle makes them
mature into rich breadth.
RULANDSKÉ ŠEDÉ

(PINOT GRIS)
late harvest – semidry – 2008
wine subregion Mikulov

Ö

Rulandské šedé comes from France and it originated by bud
mutation of Rulandské modré (Pinot Noir). The colour is
golden with a yellow glitter. We can smell delicate tones of citrus
fruits and hazelnuts. The flavour follows the aroma and reminds
of hazelnuts.
HIBERNAL

selection of grapes – semisweet – 2009
wine subregion Velké Pavlovice

Ö

Hibernal originated from two strains – Seibel and Ryzlink
rýnský. This exceptional wine has a lighter yellow-golden colour.
The aroma is very concentrated, you can smell either ripe grapes
or tropical fruits. The flavour is rounded and noticeably fruity.
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ARIANA

qualitative wine – dry – 2008
wine subregion Velké Pavlovice

Ö

Ariana is a quite new strain that originated in Perná, Moravia.
It is a hybrid of the following variants (Ryzlink rýnský
x Svatovavřinecké x Zweigeltrebe). The garnet colour is
connected with full, harmonic and velvety flavour. The wine is
very good quality with a fine tannin content. As the wine ages,
it gains the quality.
VETLÍNSKÉ ZELENÉ

qualitative wine – 2008
wine subregion Velké Pavlovice

Ö

It is an older strain and it comes from Lower Austria.
The wine is fresh, harmonic, very good quality, slightly spicy,
with muscatel aroma, bright yellow-green colour
and delicate acidity.
PÁLAVA

late harvest – semidry – 2009
wine subregion Velké Pavlovice

Ö

This strain originated in Perná, Moravia. It is a hybrid of two
variants – Tramín červený and Müller Thurgau. The wine is
delicately yellow-green with the aroma of Tramín, but the
aromatic substances are mellower. The flavour is full, fruity,
slightly spicy and long-lasting, with fresh acidity.
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CABERNET MORAVIA

qualitative wine – dry – 2008
wine subregion Velké Pavlovice

Ö

The colour is full, thick, dark carmine with a violet glitter. The
aroma of black currant, blueberry and blackberry harmonizes
with fruity and cabernet flavour character. The flavour is mellow,
pleasantly rough, full of sweetish tannins and tones of dried red
pepper and raspberry.
CABERNET SAUVIGNON

late harvest – semidry – 2009
wine subregion Mikulov

Ö

It is wine of intensive dark cherry colour with violet tones.
Typical aroma of black currant is attended by the aroma of
cherries, blackberries, tobacco, cedar wood or jam depending
on the ripeness of grapes. The wine is massive,
with a very long-lasting impression.
DORNFELDER

selection of grapes – dry – 2009
Wine subregion Velké Pavlovice

Ö

Dornfelder is a quite new German strain. This wine has pure,
sour cherry red colour with violet tones. Fruity aroma reminds
of overripe black cherries and candied fruit. The flavour is full,
dry, with pleasant tannins and spicy vanilla in the end.
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SYLVÁNSKÉ ZELENÉ

(SYLVAN GREEN)
cabinet wine – semidry – 2009
Wine subregion Mikulov

Ö

Initially Austrian strain probably originated from two variants –
Tramín and Austrian white. It has more distinctive colour with
light green shades. The aroma is neutral, slightly spicy, in the
background fruity and grassy. The flavour is fruity, sweetish
with fresh acidity.
RULANDSKÉ MODRÉ

(PINOT NOIR)
late harvest – dry – 2008
wine subregion Mikulov

Ö

Traditional strain in Bohemia and Moravia originally comes from
France. It is characteristic for light garnet colour with a mellow
overtone of brick-red and flowery aroma reminding of stone
fruit. The wine has a delicious flavour with a mellow acidity
and pleasant tartness.
TRAMÍN ČERVENÝ

selection of grapes – semisweet – 2009
wine subregion Velké Pavlovice

Ö

Tramín is one of the oldest and at the same time a top ranked
noble European strain. The colour is pure, yellow-green
and deep. The aroma is mellow and fresh, but also intensive.
Dominating aromas are rose petals and ground spice.
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DORNFELDER

qualitative wine – dry – 2009
wine subregion Mikulov

Ö

Dornfelder is a quite new strain that originated from
Helfesteiner and Heroldrebe to give excellent red wines in north
wine regions. The wine has a beautiful garnet colour, the flavour
reminds of ripe forest berries.
RULANDSKÉ
MODRÉ, ROSÉ

(PINOT NOIR, ROSÉ)
qualitative wine – semisweet – 2009
wine subregion Mikulov

Ö

The wine has a nice salmon colour. The aroma is mellow, fruity
with the overtone of sour cherries and forest strawberries. The
flavour is very fruity with forest berries and strawberries.
The wine has a nice fresh acidity, which makes it great
for warm summer days.
DELIKATES
CABERNET SAUVIGNON

qualitative wine – semisweet – 2009
wine region Moravia

Ö

This pleasant light and fresh wine is a mixture of two variants –
65% of Cabernet Sauvignon claret and 35% of Sauvignon and it
originated from musts after the process of fermentation.
The aroma of raspberry and strawberry tones turns to black
currant when we taste it. It combines pleasant residual sugar
and fresh acidity.
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CHARDONNAY
BARRIQUE

selection of grapes – semidry – 2007
wine subregion Mikulov

Ö

Chardonnay, one of the most popular strains, probably comes
from Burgundy. It has a higher acidity even in high ripeness. It
is corpulent and full, with cream and butter tones. The aroma
reminds of roasted hazelnuts and overripe exotic fruit. This wine
matured in wine barrels of barrique type for four months.
RULANDSKÉ ŠEDÉ

(PINOT GRIS)
Moravian wine

Ö

This strain comes from France and it originated by bud mutation
of Pinot Noir. Grapes are grey-red to grey-blue, but the wine
has green-yellow colour, neutral flavour and aroma.
It has a spicy delicate acidity.

CHARDONNAY

Moravian wine

Ö

The wine is light, fresh colour and full of aroma, with prevailing
baked apples and ripe autumn fruit. The aroma pleasantly follows
the flavour, which is very fruity and cultivated. It is medium full,
round and moderately long-lasting.
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SVATOVAVŘINECKÉ

late harvest – dry – 2008
wine subregion Mikulov

Ö

Svatovavřinecké is the most widespread strain for red wine
production in Moravia. It has a deep red colour that turns to
dark ruby. Full, pleasantly tart flavour is highlighted
by a harmonic ratio of acids and tannins. Bouquet and aroma
remind of plums or plum jam.
CHARDONNAY

selection of grapes – semidry – 2008
wine subregion Mikulov

Ö

Chardonnay, one of the most popular white strains, probably
comes from Burgundy. It has a higher acidity even in high
ripeness. It is corpulent and full, with cream and butter tones.
The aroma reminds of roasted hazelnuts
and overripe exotic fruit.
VELTLÍNSKÉ ZELENÉ

late harvest – semidry – 2009
wine subregion Velké Pavlovice

Ö

This strain originally comes from Austria. Nowadays it is one
of the most widespread strains in Moravia. It is a lighter wine
characteristic for its mellow linden aroma with the overtone of
bitter almonds and pleasant spicy flavour that leaves
a long-lasting impression on the tongue
and it is softened by velvety fullness.
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MODRÝ PORTUGAL

qualitative wine – dry – 2008
wine subregion Mikulov

Ö

This wine is known for its garnet colour and large bouquet with
prevailing pleasant tones of ripe cherries. The flavour is fruity
and unusually rich in quality and soft ripe tannins. Warm taste
sensations in the end enhance the overall smooth and velvety
impression of this elegant wine.
DĚVÍN

selection of grapes – semisweet – 2009
wine subregion Velké Pavlovice

Ö

It is harmonic, slightly spicy wine of golden-yellow colour.
The aroma is flowery and spicy – dried roses, jasmine and clove.
The flavour is corpulent with a long-lasting and harmonic end in
which we find a mellow acidity, distinctive spicery
and smoothness. The strain originated from Tramín
and Veltlínské red-white.
RYZLINK RÝNSKÝ

late harvest – semidry – 2007
wine subregion Velké Pavlovice

Ö

This strain probably comes from German Rhineland. It is a wine
of kings and a king of wines. It is known for its typical aroma of
flowers, apples and linden flower. The flavour is pleasantly fresh,
full and harmonic with a higher acidity. It is designed
for longer lying in a bottle.
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RYZLINK VLAŠSKÝ

late harvest – dry – 2009
wine subregion Mikulov

Ö

The colour is yellow-green, in young wines there prevail fruity
tones of currant or gooseberry, later there appear aromas of
meadow flowers that are connected with spicy acidity, medium
fullness and freshness. The flavour is complex and harmonic
with pleasant finish.
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